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About This Game

Kinetic visual novel «Lost girl’s diary»

Description
In a snowed hotel, far-far away from city hustle, a group of girls are having their vacation, alone. What would a group of girls do
on a dark Christmas night? Of course, fortunetelling! Unfortunately for them, their boyfriends are not about to leave them alone

and their sudden visit totally ruins their plans for fortune telling, turning it into a scary story contest.

Genre: Horror. These stories could only scare children.

Playthrough time: About an hour
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imagine this, with like a 10x bigger budget and more content, would be so ♥♥♥♥ing good

it's still fun, make more pls. Definately THE best VR game that I own... Hands down.

The freedom of movement follows me to the waking world and I find myself trying to push off my desk like I would if I were in
space. Its THAT immersive. Motion sickness (of which i am VERY prone) wasnt bad in this game. Only time I had issues was
floating through small rooms. Bigger rooms seemed to be just fine, and space wasnt a problem at all. (easier for the brain to
assume everything else is moving and not you i suppose)

Man... for real tho, its such a good game, far far better than the other VR shovelware out there.

I played before the station upgrade update, so idk if the following has changed...
It is a little hard to get started, trying to wrangle up food, while keeping oxy and energy in check is difficult.
Once you get the ball rolling tho it wasnt that hard to maintain, just gotta keep your eyes on the meters.

. Spent too many hours on Kongregate version so I finally picked it up. Great soundtrack, gameplay on point, etc. Can
recommend to bullet hell enthusiasts. Nothing more too it, Matt makes a solid game.. Had the girl hugging my back while
playing and the jump scares did her right lol.

Really enjoyed playing this one except for the real life scratches I took from behind hahaha

Was good fun :). I played the first level, it's a alright game but idea could you please update the game like every christmas by
editing levels etc... I would love this game to be updated.. Very good and entertaining, easy to use and smooth operating -
Recommended. only one worth getting from this batch. A wonderful aesthetic that suffers from being too heavy on rng in the
later stages. I think the lack of checkpoints in the sectors make it far too randomly vicious for me to handle.. Cute little game,
kinda fun. Reminds me of the game I had on Playstation except the graphics are a lot better.. This is great! Just what I was
looking for. All the fun of the old Descent titles updated to current standards. Can't wait for the full version! This is the
ACTUAL new Descent game.
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It can't be played so slowly and jerkily! I am completely disappointed.. This is the type of game where it irritates me that I
*have* to say "yes" or "no" to recommending a game. I finished this game with an overall response of "...meh." I wouldn't
recommend it to *me*, but I see that many other players have enjoyed it, and the graphics were quite nice, the game ran
smoothly, and it was a fairly simple game that didn't take long to play through. I'm going with "no" by a very *small* margin,
and mosly because the game has such a lot of praise already and sometimes I find differing opinions can help me make up my
mind about a game I'm torn on (though for the moment, the game is free, so there's that to consider as well.)

I think the biggest problem for me is that the game description, between the first paragraph and the "facts about fingerbones"
section, just gives too much away. I suppose the author was trying to avoid negative reviews by keeping people from playing it
who might be looking for what the game "isn't", but I think one has to risk that, and based on the general positivity of the
reviews I think the author *could* have risked that. For myself, because I knew what *wasn't* coming, and I had a good idea of
what was, a lot of the suspense was lost.

The second issue as far as suspense building went was the music. I found it somewhat irritating rather than moody: if you stand
in one place too long trying to figure out what you're supposed to do - which, since you're given very little lead, is going to
happen - I found it would just stay on one note, and the irritation that caused would pull me out of the puzzle I was working on,
and therefore the atmosphere that the author was trying to build around me.

Thirdly, I also think that one more setting should be added - because there are several back-and-forth runs, movement speed
should really be something else you can increase. I grew frustrated at the slow speed every time I was going through areas I'd
already passed and knew - again, breaking that aura of suspense that this type of game needs in order to succeed.. Another great
Zup! game to play when you're bored and anything else s**ks for the moment.. This is a B grade tablet game. No customisable
graphics, no scaleability.

Artwork and design is simplistic and generally what you'd expect from an app store.

Gameplay is terrible - typical city building clickfest with no real sophistication.

Just buy Cities Skylines, or even SimCity 4, both of which are on Steam.

Nothing to see here, move along.. I was a little wary at first because I loved the original Exile games on the Mac and I was afraid
of the changes in this version. Although I do miss the ability to have six party members, I was very pleased to discover that this
is a very accessible and fun RPG that still holds up today. If you enjoy non-linear, massive RPGs (and don't mind a bit of
reading) this game is worth your time.

PROS
+ Exploring the huge world is fun
+ Loads of quests
+ Nice inventory system (with infinite junk storage)
+ Flexible character upgrade system (anyone can do anything)
+ Optional, built-in cheat menu

CONS
- Massive world can be overwhelming (but good journal system helps)
- Some areas can seem ridiculously hard (just come back later)
- Fast travel is realistic but frustrating. Broke my laptop after downloading the drivers.Thankfully I still had a system restore
point.
Just update your drivers manually please.. A good scenic route with single track operation for most of its length.
The included DB EMU is nice to drive and has a few scenarios for the route.

The only drawback I find is some of the speed limit markers are not in the correct places.. side scrolling block timing game

10/10 would smash my sdf buttons again. A delightful casual adventure game, emphasis on the casual as it doesn't take much
thought or effort to work out what to do next, or how to solve any of the problems, which honestly is sort of a pro if you're tired
of the usual puzzle/adventure where you just end up using every item you have until something works and you can finally move
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on with the story. Great humor,feel-good story, wonderful soundtrack and, I feel, just the right length for something of it's kind.
Definitely recommend if you have an hour or so to kill.. Bought this thinking it was Elite: Dangerous. Don't repeat my stupid
mistake and stay as far away from this blatant cash-grab as humanly possible.
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